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SITE DESCRIPTION
Vicinity
The subject property is located at 3333 Spartan Road in the southeast quadrant of the intersection
of Georgia Avenue (MD 97) and Olney-Sandy Spring Road (MD 108) in the Olney Town
Center. The property is zoned MXTC (Mixed Use Town Center) as are all other properties in the
Town Center. The general context of the Town Center consists of a collection of strip shopping
centers and individual stores that lack easy and convenient connections. The neighborhoods
around the Town Center consist of townhouses, garden apartments and single-family houses.
Directly south of the property, across Spartan Road, is the Giant grocery store site. To the
southeast are multi-family residences, zoned R-20. Immediately to the west are a gas station and
a car repair shop. To the north, across Buehler Road (also referred to as Dennit Drive), are
various commercial uses.

Vicinity Map
Site Analysis
Currently, the 3.92-acre site is improved with a 39,419 square foot Safeway grocery store
constructed in 1978. The majority of the site is paved with surface parking, loading areas, and
circulation routes. The triangular-shaped site drops in elevation a total of approximately 30 feet
in the general southwest-northeast direction.
There are no streams, wetlands, floodplains, or sensitive features on-site, nor any forest or
specimen trees. One significant tree exists on the site and will be retained. The site is located in
the Hawlings River watershed, a tributary to the Patuxent River. This watershed is designated
Use IV. The property is located outside of the Patuxent River Primary Management Area (PMA).
There are no known historic properties or features on site.
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Aerial Photo

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Previous Approvals
The preliminary plan for this site was approved in 1970.
Proposal
The Site Plan proposes to replace the existing grocery store with a maximum 59,821 square foot
newly constructed Safeway grocery store. The 42-foot tall building fronts on a new mid-block
connector street between Spartan Road to Buehler Road. The building will contain a grocery
store with the mid-block vehicular and pedestrian connector street that separates the surface
parking lot and grocery store. One level of structured parking with 101 spaces is located beneath
the store with access from Buehler Road and the rear of the site. The surface parking lot contains
149 spaces and is directly across from the main entrance to the store. Access to the surface
parking lot is from Buehler Road and Spartan Road. The Applicant requests a parking waiver of
26 spaces, or 9.8% of the total number of required parking spaces [Appendix C]. Loading
operations are located at the rear of the building.
The proposed mid-block connector will be aligned with Village Center Drive to the north of
Buehler Road and will provide a vehicular/pedestrian connection between Buehler Road and
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Spartan Road as recommended in the Olney Master Plan. Pedestrian movement through the midblock connector was enhanced through streetscape treatment, building façade articulation, and
abutting activating uses combined with seating areas. Vehicular movement through the midblock connector incorporates traffic calming measures, such as wide bands of decorative
concrete.

Illustrative Plan
Pedestrian access to the building is provided from the mid-block connector and at the southeast
corner of the building. Continuous sidewalks with tree panels and landscaped areas will be
provided along Spartan and Buehler Roads. Vehicular access to the parking garage below the
store level is located on Buehler Road, and via an internal connection between Buehler Road and
Spartan Road along the east side of the store building, which also provides truck access to the
loading area.

Perspective rendering of the western building façade and the mid-block connector street
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The project is providing a minimum of 10 percent of the net lot area as pubic use space. The
public use space for the project is divided roughly into five areas. The largest, at approximately
10,000 SF on the eastern corner of the site, is intended as a park for the community and will have
an open lawn, interactive features, interpretative signage and educational areas of bio-retention
including a boardwalk bridge and a dry creek bed. A serpentine wall with plantings is located on
the edge of the lawn area to provide screening and buffering from the public space and loading.
The other three areas of public use space, located at the corners of the building, are similar in
character with seating and tables on a hardscaped surface with decorative pervious pavers. The
spaces at the northwest and southwest corners of the store are connected by a sidewalk running
along the front of the building, which is being partially counted towards the public use space
requirement. This sidewalk is significant because it provides pedestrian access and safety on the
mid-block connection recommended in the master plan.

Illustrative rendering of the park at the eastern corner of the site
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PROJECT ANALYSIS
Master Plan
The subject site is located within the boundaries of the 2005 Olney Master Plan. The Olney
Master Plan has general and specific recommendations applicable to this site in the chapter titled
Town Center Plan (p. 45).
The goal of the master plan is to create a town center where pedestrians can walk in a welldesigned and safe urban environment between different shopping centers and other destinations.
The proposed project provides improved sidewalks with green panels and street trees along
Spartan Road and Dennit Drive, trees and landscaping in the parking lot, public use spaces as
required by the MXTC Zone, and a through block connection between Spartan Road and Buehler
Road/Dennit Drive as envisioned by the Master Plan. The site plan also accounts for potential
future interconnectivity between the Safeway parking lot and the adjoining properties’ to the
west if those properties redevelop in the future, as recommended in the Master Plan.

Perspective rendering of the Public Use Space at the southwest corner of the building

The Applicant has worked with Staff and the Olney Town Center Advisory Committee to resolve
some of the issues and concerns raised by Staff and the Advisory Committee. Community Based
Planning staff has reviewed the plans and concludes that the proposed redevelopment of the
Olney Safeway store, although not a mixed use development, is consistent with the goals and
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recommendations of the Olney Master Plan and the concept of an interconnected Olney Town
Center [Appendix A].

Transportation and Circulation
Since the original preliminary plan approval for the Safeway store in 1970 pre-dates the
requirement for an Adequate Public Facilities (APF) approval, an APF approval is required for
the subject site plan application. As explained below and in their memorandum dated November
15, 2010 [Appendix A], Transportation Planning staff recommends that APF requirements need
to be satisfied with this site application for the difference in square footage between the existing
39,419 SF Safeway Store #2797 and the proposed 59,821 SF store.
Adequate Public Facilities Review
The APF review for the subject site plan application to replace existing Safeway Store #2797
required a traffic study in accordance with the Montgomery County LATR/PAMR Guidelines,
since the 59,821 SF grocery store proposed on the site generated 30 or more total peak-hour trips
during the typical weekday morning (6:30 – 9:30 a.m.) and evening (4:00 – 7:00 p.m.) peak
periods. As stipulated under Section II.A of the LATR/PAMR Guidelines, however, the study was
limited to the number of signalized intersections based on the estimated incremental peak-hour
trips resulting from the increase in square-footage to the store rather than the total number of
peak-hour trips generated by the new store (since the existing grocery store has been in operation
for more than 12 years).
The Applicant submitted a LATR/PAMR traffic study dated July 29, 2010, that examined trafficrelated impacts of the proposed new store on nearby intersections and at the site driveways.
Staff’s review of the study indicated that the study complied with the requirements of the
LATR/PAMR Guidelines and the traffic study scope provided by staff.
Local Area Transportation Review
A summary of the intersection capacity/Critical Lane Volume (CLV) analysis results from the
traffic study for the weekday morning and evening peak-hours within the respective peak-periods
is presented in the table below.
SUMMARY OF CAPACITY CALCULATIONS
PROPOSED OLNEY SAFEWAY STORE #2797 REPLACEMENT
Intersection

Georgia Ave and MD 108
Georgia Ave and Morningwood Dr/Spartan Rd
MD 108 and Village Center Dr
MD 108 and Spartan Rd
Source:
Note:

Existing
AM
PM
1,180
1,205
715
930

1,251
1,303
1,007
1,017

Traffic Conditions
Background
AM
PM
1,224
1,211
757
962

Safeway – Olney LATR & PAMR Traffic Study. Wells and Associates, Inc. July 29, 2010.
Olney Policy Area Congestion Standard: 1,450 CLV.
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1,355
1,325
1,091
1,191

Total (Build)
AM
PM
1,233
1,217
771
971

1,369
1,371
1,128
1,198

As shown in the table above, under Total (or Build) traffic conditions, intersections included in
the traffic study will operate within the Olney Policy Area congestion standard of 1,450 CLV.
The application therefore satisfies the LATR requirements of the APF test.
Policy Area Mobility Review
To meet the PAMR requirements of the APF test, the Applicant is required to mitigate 10% of
“new” peak-hour trips generated by the new Safeway store (i.e., 10% of 136 “new” evening
peak-hour trips, which is 14 peak-hour trips).
The Applicant is proposing to satisfy the PAMR requirements of the APF test with a payment of
$154,000.00 to DOT (at $11,000.00 per trip). The application therefore satisfies the PAMR
requirements of the APF test.

Issue of Connecting Buehler Road
As noted above, to satisfy the PAMR requirements of the APF test, the Applicant is required to
make a PAMR mitigation contribution of $154,000.00 to DOT. Staff is recommending that,
consistent with the goals of County’s Growth Policy, the Applicant’s PAMR mitigation
contribution be used for transportation capacity improvements in the Olney Policy Area,
specifically to initiate a CIP project for the master plan recommended connection of Buehler
Road in Olney. Staff is also recommending that the proposed Buehler Road connection CIP
project include, consistent with the master plan recommendation, an evaluation of appropriate
traffic calming measures along the section of Buehler Road between Spartan Road and Prince
Philip Drive to address concerns related to potential cut-thru traffic, speeding, and pedestrian
safety as expressed by the residents in communities adjacent to Buehler Road. Staff recognizes
that there is no direct correlation between the Olney Safeway project and the need for the
Buehler Road connection. However, the policy area element of the Subdivision Staging Policy is
designed to help facilitate the timely implementation of master planned infrastructure.
As background, the 2005 Olney Master Plan reaffirmed Buehler Road as a continuous roadway
between Spartan Road and Prince Philip Drive while reclassifying it from a four-lane arterial (as
recommended in the 1980 Olney Master Plan) to a two-lane primary residential street with a 70foot right-of-way. The 2005 Olney Master Plan also removed an unbuilt section of Buehler Road
that was included in the 1980 Olney Master Plan and extended between Prince Philip Drive and
Old Baltimore Road as a primary residential street.
The 2005 Olney Master Plan notes the following in the master plan regarding Buehler Road:
“The Buehler Road connection is a critical part of the roadway system in and out
of the Town Center. The unbuilt portion of Buehler Road should be used for local
vehicular traffic. Where the road is 48 feet wide, the pavement width should be
reduced to a size generally consistent with that of a Primary Residential Street.
Buehler Road also provides a valuable Town Center connection for pedestrians
and bicycles from the adjoining residential communities.”
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It is noted that the Greater Olney Civic Association (GOCA), at their October 12, 2010 meeting,
voted on and passed a motion to oppose the use of PAMR mitigation funds for the Buehler Road
connection. Additionally, staff has met with residents of the Camelback Village Condominium
on September 23, 2010, as well as a resident on St. Theresa Drive on November 10, 2010, to
discuss their opposition to the Buehler Road connection. The GOCA and other neighborhood
opposition to the recommended road connection is based on concerns related to an increase in
traffic and travel speed on Buehler Road, use of Buehler Road by cut-through traffic, and
potential danger to children playing at St. Peter’s Catholic Church. Staff recognizes that these
concerns need to be addressed in the roadway design process but maintains that the design of the
Buehler Road extension remains the most appropriate means for applying PAMR resources
toward the transportation system needs in the Olney Town Center area.
The section of Buehler Road between Spartan Road to the north and St. Theresa Drive to the
south, except for approximately 160 feet near St. Peter’s Catholic Church, is currently built to
arterial standards with 48-foot wide pavement, curbs (closed section), and four-foot wide
sidewalks/ten-foot wide tree panels on both sides. It is noted that the unbuilt section of Buehler
Road is dedicated as public right-of-way to its full width of 80 feet. The section of Buehler Road
to the south of St. Theresa Drive to Prince Philip Drive is currently built to primary residential
street standards within an 80-foot right-of-way, with 24-foot wide pavement, open section, and a
six-foot wide asphalt path to the west side of the roadway. In this area, St. Theresa Drive, a
secondary residential road with no sidewalks, also connects Buehler Road to Prince Philip Drive.
The northern section of Buehler Road provides access to the Camelback Village Condominiums,
St. Peter’s Catholic Church, and a WSSC standpipe. The southern section of Buehler Road
provides access to a neighborhood of approximately 300 homes and Southeast Olney Local Park.
The connection of Buehler Road is recommended in the master plan and is essential to
completing the master plan network of streets within the southwest quadrant of Georgia Avenue
and Olney-Sandy Spring Road in Olney. Buehler Road is the only roadway that connects
residential neighborhoods in this quadrant directly to the Town Center. The road connection will
provide enhanced neighborhood transportation connectivity, transportation network redundancy,
and additional ingress/egress options for residents in the immediate area. It will also provide
adjoining residents an alternate travel route between their communities and the Town Center, so
that they do not need to use Georgia Avenue (MD 97) or Olney-Sandy Spring Road (MD 108),
thereby reducing demand at intersections along these State roadways.
A CIP project to design the Buehler Road connection would be consistent with recent roadway
projects that connect established residential communities while recognizing and working to
address understandable stakeholder concerns regarding cut-through traffic. Examples of such
projects include Valley Park Drive in Damascus (opened in 2006), Locbury Drive in
Germantown (opened in 2009) and Rainbow Drive in Cloverly (mandatory referral review in
summer 2010).
In summary, the Buehler Road connection would enhance neighborhood traffic
circulation, redistribute local traffic, and minimize overall vehicle miles traveled (VMT). The
Buehler Road connection could also enhance access to residential subdivisions for emergency
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response teams as well as for school bus traffic oriented to/from local public schools.
Additionally, the road connection could provide environmental/cost benefits to local residents
from overall reduced VMT and reduced emissions. Staff requests the Planning Board to:
1.

Endorse staff recommendation to connect Buehler Road as recommended in the 2005
Olney Master Plan,

2.

Endorse use of the PAMR mitigation payment of $154,000.00 by DOT to initiate a CIP
project for the master plan recommended connection of Buehler Road along with
evaluation of appropriate traffic calming measures along the section of Buehler Road
between Spartan Road and Prince Philip Drive, and

3.

Endorse transmittal of a letter from the Planning Board Chair to Mr. Arthur Holmes,
DOT Director expressing support for the Buehler Road connection CIP project, and
requesting allocation of the PAMR mitigation payment towards the proposed Buehler
Road connection CIP project and any traffic calming measures along Buehler Road.

Environment
A Natural Resource Inventory/Forest Stand Delineation (NRI/FSD) #420101370 was approved
for the site on May 5, 2010. The site is subject to Section 22A of the County code. As shown on
the final Forest Conservation Plan, there are no forest or specimen trees on-site that are affected
by this development. There is one significant tree, a 25-inch diameter at breast height (DBH) red
maple tree located along Spartan Road, that was determined to be in good condition and which
will be retained. The afforestation requirement of 0.59 acres will be met through fee-in-lieu
payment.
The stormwater management concept [Appendix A] consists of implementing Environmental
Site Design to the Maximum Extent Practicable (ESD/MEP) for treatment of surface runoff.
ESD design strategies proposed include alternative surfaces (green roof and permeable
pavements), micro-scale practices (biofiltration), and an overall reduction of existing impervious
surfaces. In lieu of providing structural practices onsite for the remaining ESD volume which
cannot be treated, a waiver was granted based upon the existing downstream Regional
Stormwater Management Pond in the Olney Town Center.

Development Standards
The subject site is zoned MXTC (Mixed Use Town Center). The purpose of the MXTC Zone is
to provide a mix of commercial and residential uses in the Town Center. A grocery store is a
permitted use in the MXTC Zone. The proposed development meets the purpose and
requirements of the zone as detailed in the Findings section of this report.
The table below indicates the proposed development’s compliance with the Zoning Ordinance.
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PROJECT DATA TABLE FOR THE MXTC ZONE

Development Standard

Permitted/Required

Proposed for Approval

Gross Tract Area (SF)
Previous Dedication
Net Lot Area (SF)
Max. Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
(59-C-11.5-2)
Max. Building Area (SF)
Max. Building Height (feet)
(59-C-11.5-3)
Min. Public Use Space (%)
(59-C-11.5-4)
For lots of more than 40,000 SF

n/a
n/a
n/a
0.35

170,932
0
170,932
0.35

59,821
42

59,821
42 (a)

10

10.8

Min. Building Setbacks (feet) (59-C-11.5-5)
Front (west side)
0
North Side (Buehler Road)
0
South Side (Spartan Road)
0
Rear (east side)
0

254
0
0
217

Parking Lot Internal Landscaping 5
(% of 77,733 SF surface pkg facility) (3,887 SF)

20.8
(16,168 SF)

Min. No. of Parking Spaces

Handicap Spaces
Max. Compact Spaces
Bicycle spaces (59-E-2.3(a))
(@ 1 bike space/20 vehicle spaces)
Motorcycle spaces (59-E-2.3(d))
(@2% x total vehicle spaces)

266
(@5sp/1000 SF of
GLA)(b)
6
62
13
(250 vehicle sp/20)
5
(2% x 250 vehicle sp)

(a)

250 (c)

9
27
40
5

As measured from the southwest corner of the building on Spartan Road.
The Gross Leasable Area (GLA) is 53,161 square feet.
(c)
The Applicant is requesting a Parking Waiver for 26 parking spaces, which represents 9.8% of the total number of
required parking spaces. This parking waiver accounts for a shortage of 16 spaces currently not provided on site and
10 spaces, which could potentially be lost by implementing a future inter-parcel connection between the subject site
and the adjoining properties to the west as recommended by the Master Plan.
(b)
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH
The Applicant has met all proper signage, noticing, and submission meeting requirements. The
application information was properly posted on the property. On June 8, 2010, a pre-submission
meeting was held, as required, and on June 23, 2010, the Applicant properly notified adjacent
and confronting property owners and civic associations of the site plan submission. An affidavit
of posting dated June 22, 2010 was provided to Staff by the Applicant. A summary of the
Applicant’s community outreach efforts is provided in their letter dated September 20, 2010
[Appendix B]. Staff has received correspondence on this matter from various residents
[Appendix B] and has met with the Olney Town Center Advisory Committee (OTCAC) and the
Camelback Village Condo Board.
Major community concerns have been raised relating to the use of PAMR mitigation resources
for the Buehler Road connection as recommended by staff, and the potential implications on cutthru traffic, speeding, and pedestrian safety. Staff has received a petition with 134 signatures in
opposition to the potential connection of Buehler Road. As discussed above in the
Transportation section, Staff recognizes that these concerns need to be addressed in the
roadway design process, and maintains that the design of the Buehler Road extension remains
the most appropriate means for applying PAMR resources toward the transportation system
needs in the Olney Town Center area.
Staff had an ongoing dialogue with the OTCAC during the review process. The main concerns
shared by this group pertained to the Public Use Space and the pedestrian crossing on Spartan
Road as described in their letter dated November 1, 2010 [Appendix B]. In coordination with
OTCAC and Staff, the Applicant revised the design of the PUS at the eastern corner of the site to
create more usable space and to add an educational component to the bio-retention areas. With
respect to the pedestrian crossing on Spartan Road, Staff encouraged the Applicant to make this
request to MC-DOT independently of the PAMR funding allocation decision.
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FINDINGS
1. The site plan conforms to all non-illustrative elements of a development plan or
diagrammatic plan, and all binding elements of a schematic development plan, certified
by the Hearing Examiner under Section 59-D-1.64, or is consistent with an approved
project plan for the optional method of development, if required, unless the Planning
Board expressly modifies any element of the project plan.
Neither a development plan, diagrammatic plan, schematic development plan nor a
project plan was required for the subject site.
2. The site plan meets all of the requirements of the zone in which it is located, and where
applicable conforms to an urban renewal plan approved under Chapter 56.
The proposed use is allowed in the MXTC (Mixed Use Town Center) Zone and the site
plan fulfills the purposes of the zone by providing commercial uses in the Town Center.
As the project data table on page 12 indicates, the site plan meets all of the development
standards of the zone. With respect to building height, setbacks, and density the
proposed development is under all the maximum standards allowed. With respect to
public use space, the proposed development provides 10.8% of the net lot area.

Building elevations along the Mid-Block Connector Street and Spartan Road

The site plan meets the street façade requirements of the MXTC zone (Sec. 59-C-11.5.1.)
with the western building façade along the North-South mid-block connector. At this
location, the building façade is within 10 feet of a publicly accessible sidewalk and
extends for at least 75 percent of the publicly accessible sidewalk. The western building
façade includes the principal entrance to the grocery store and displays architectural
treatments, such as fenestration, accent bands and diversity of materials, which add
interest for the pedestrian. Although the street façade requirements might have been
primarily intended for building facades along street frontages, the Zoning Ordinance
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allows flexibility to have them along a publicly accessible sidewalk, way or space. The
site plan did not fully meet the street façade requirements along Spartan Road or Buehler
Road due to site constraints, such as the triangular shape of the property and east-west
grade drop, and specific programmatic requirements of the grocery store, such as,
providing direct and relatively flat access from the main entrance to the adjacent surface
parking lot. Nonetheless, these facades are still articulated to add interest through
architectural treatment and selection of building materials, such as brick, cultured stone
and spandrel glass. Overall, the proposed western building façade will achieve the goals
of pedestrian oriented development and will encourage mid-block movements as
recommended in the Master Plan.
Pursuant to Section 59-E-4.5 of the Zoning Ordinance, the Applicant is requesting a
Parking Waiver to reduce the parking requirements for the project by 26 spaces, which
represents 9.8% of the total number of required parking spaces [Appendix C]. This
parking waiver accounts for a shortage of 16 spaces currently not provided on site and 10
spaces, which could potentially be lost by implementing a future inter-parcel connection
between the subject site and the adjoining properties to the west as recommended by the
Master Plan. Staff supports granting the waiver primarily for two reasons. First, the
subject site is located in the Town Center which is envisioned to be pedestrian-oriented
and should encourage less reliance on the automobile. Second, research on parking ratios
for similarly situated suburban grocery stores in Montgomery County show that the
average is between 2.35 to 3.2 occupied spaces per 1,000 gross leasable area (GLA)
[Appendix C]. The proposed ratio of approximately 4.5 spaces per 1,000 square feet of
GLA is above that average, and deemed sufficient by the Applicant and Staff.
3. The locations of buildings and structures, open spaces, landscaping, recreation facilities,
and pedestrian and vehicular circulation systems are adequate, safe, and efficient.
a) Locations of buildings and structures
The site plan will replace the existing grocery store with a maximum 59,821 square foot
newly constructed Safeway grocery store, which will contain upgraded amenities and
design elements. The 42-foot tall building is located approximately in the middle of the
triangular-shaped site and fronts on a new mid-block connector. By taking advantage of
the site’s topography, the building has a grocery store at grade with the mid-block
connector street and structured parking with 101 spaces beneath the building at grade
with the rear of the site. Surface parking, with 149 spaces, is directly across from the
main entrance to the store.
Because of the severe grade drop, approximately 30 feet in the southwest-northeast
direction, there are several retaining walls proposed throughout the site. In the front, two
retaining walls, ranging in height between 1 and 5 feet, sustain the relatively flat grades
of the surface parking lot. In general terms, the parking lot will be below the Spartan
Road elevations and above the Buehler Road elevations. In the rear, two retaining walls
of varying heights between 4 and 8 feet delineate access to the parking garage and the
loading area. A brick serpentine wall located in the corner park serves primarily to screen
views of the loading and parking garage entrance.
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The locations of the buildings and structures are adequate and efficient, while meeting the
aesthetic concerns of the area, and do not pose any safety concerns on the site.

Building elevations along Buehler Road and the rear of the site
b) Open Spaces
The project is providing a minimum of 10.8 percent of the net lot area as pubic use space
as required by the MXTC zone. The public use space for the project is divided roughly
into five areas. The largest, with approximately 10,000 SF on the eastern corner of the
site, is intended as a park for the community with an open lawn, interactive features,
interpretative signage and educational areas of bio-retention including a boardwalk bridge
and a dry creek bed. Ownership and maintenance of the park will be provided by
Safeway. The other three areas of public use space, located at the corners of the building,
are similar in character with seating and tables on a hardscaped surface with decorative
pervious pavers. These areas might have slightly different functions according to their
locations in relation to the building. Thus, the space at the SE corner of the building
across from the bus stop could potentially serve as a waiting area protected from the
elements for the bus users. The spaces at the northwest and southwest corners of the store
will complement the uses inside the building. These two spaces are connected by a
sidewalk, running along the front of the building, which is being partially counted
towards the public use space requirement. This sidewalk is significant because it provides
pedestrian access and safety for the mid-block connection recommended in the master
plan. It is envisioned to be a cross-block promenade with shade trees and street lights that
emphasize the pedestrian scale. The open spaces provided are safe, adequate, and
efficient.

Rendering of the Public Use Space areas in front of the grocery store
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c) Landscaping and Lighting
The landscape plan meets the internal landscaping requirements for parking facilities,
enhances the Spartan Road and Buehler Road frontages, and beautifies the open spaces
proposed. The plan consists of street trees along the perimeter of the property, shade trees
in the parking lot islands, flowering trees in the open spaces, and a variety of evergreen
and deciduous shrubs around the perimeter of the parking areas. The proposed
landscaping defines the areas of public use space by creating an edge, directing views and
adding interest. The landscaping on the park at the eastern corner successfully creates a
useable area of open lawn framed by landscaped areas and bio-retention areas. Landscape
material is effectively used to screens views of the loading areas and garage entrances in
the rear of the site. The landscaping is adequate, safe and efficient.
The lighting plan consists of pole mounted light fixtures with a 30-foot height located on
the parking lot islands and at the rear entrance to the parking garage and loading areas.
Additional ornamental light fixtures with a pole height of approximately 12 feet will add
pedestrian scale to the mid-block promenade in front of the store and the park at the
eastern corner. All onsite lighting fixtures will be full cut-off. The proposed lighting
provides safe, adequate and efficient illumination.
d) Recreation Facilities
The application is not subject to the Recreation Guidelines as this is not a residential
project; however, the public use areas, specifically the park, will provide passive and
active recreational activities for surrounding residents and store patrons.
e) Pedestrian and Vehicular Circulation Systems
Access and circulation will be greatly improved through the mid-block connector street
designed as an extension of Village Center Drive north of Buehler Road. This private
internal roadway will provide a vehicular/pedestrian connection between Buehler Road
and Spartan Road as recommended in the Olney Master Plan. Pedestrian movement
through the mid-block connector is accommodated and encouraged by having a wider,
unobstructed sidewalk along the front of the building, street trees in tree pits, ornamental
light fixtures, and variety in the paving material and/or colors. In addition to the
streetscape treatment, the building façade articulation described above, and the activating
uses combined with seating areas, will emphasize the pedestrian scale and circulation.
Vehicular movement through the mid-block connector incorporates traffic calming
measures, such as wide bands of decorative concrete.
Pedestrian access from adjacent sidewalks adequately and efficiently integrates this site
into the surrounding area. Continuous sidewalks with tree panels and landscaped areas
will be provided along Spartan and Buehler Roads. Pedestrian access points to the
building are located on the mid-block connector and the southeast corner of the building.
Vehicular access to the parking garage below the store level is located on Buehler Road
and via an internal connection between Buehler Road and Spartan Road along the east
side of the store building, which also provides truck access to the loading area. Staff
recommends reserving a 10-foot wide strip along the entirety of the western property line
to provide for a possible future reciprocal access easement for vehicular and pedestrian
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access to and from the adjoining parcels to the west. As conditioned, the pedestrian and
vehicular circulation systems are safe, adequate, and efficient.
4. Each structure and use is compatible with other uses and other site plans and with
existing and proposed adjacent development.
The proposed grocery store, at the eastern edge of the Town Center, is compatible with
the adjacent and confronting commercial uses within the Town Center and residential
uses to the southeast abutting the Town Center. The site layout further increases
compatibility by having the store front and surface parking oriented to the west or the
core of the Town Center, and by having a park located at the eastern corner where the site
confronts residential uses. Building height at 42 feet is consistent with the Master Plan
recommended height for the Town Center edges (p.56) and is compatible with the
adjoining residential development and surrounding one-story commercial development.
The structure itself is in scale with the nearby buildings and is located such that it will not
adversely impact existing or proposed adjacent uses.
5. The site plan meets all applicable requirements of Chapter 22A regarding forest
conservation, Chapter 19 regarding water resource protection, and any other applicable
law.
A Natural Resource Inventory/Forest Stand Delineation (NRI/FSD) #420101370 was
approved for the site on May 5, 2010. The site is subject to Section 22A of the County
code. As shown on the final Forest Conservation Plan, there are no forest or specimen
trees on-site that are affected by this development. There is one significant tree, a 25-inch
diameter at breast height (DBH) red maple tree located along Spartan Road that was
determined to be in good condition, and which will be retained. The afforestation
requirement of 0.59 acres will be met through fee-in-lieu payment.
The stormwater management concept consists of implementing Environmental Site
Design to the Maximum Extent Practicable (ESD/MEP) for treatment of surface runoff.
ESD design strategies proposed include alternative surfaces (green roof and permeable
pavements), micro-scale practices (biofiltration), and an overall reduction of existing
impervious surfaces. In lieu of providing structural practices onsite for the remaining
ESD volume which cannot be treated, a waiver was granted based upon the existing
downstream Regional Stormwater Management Pond in the Olney Town Center.
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RECOMMENDATION AND CONDITIONS
Staff recommends approval of site plan 820100130, Safeway Store #2797, for a new 59,821
square foot Safeway grocery store and a parking waiver, on 3.92 gross acres. All site
development elements shown on the site and landscape plans stamped “Received” by the MNCPPC on August 30, 2010, and October 25, 2010, are required except as modified by the
following conditions.

Environment
1. Forest Conservation & Tree Save
The Applicant must satisfy all conditions prior to the recording of a plat(s) or to the
issuance of sediment and erosions control permits by the Montgomery County
Department of Permitting Services.
a) Inspections must occur consistent with Section 110 of the Forest Conservation
Regulations.
b) Submission of in-lieu fee payment for forest planting requirement prior to any
clearing or grading occurring onsite.
2. Stormwater Management
The proposed development is subject to Stormwater Management Concept approval
conditions dated September 20, 2010 unless amended and approved by the Montgomery
County Department of Permitting Services [Appendix A].
3. LEED Certification
The Applicant must achieve a LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
Certified Rating Certification at a minimum. The Applicant must make good faith efforts
to achieve a LEED Silver rating. Before the issuance of any use and occupancy
certificate, the Applicant must inform M-NCPPC staff of the LEED Certification Level
for which they are applying. If this level is less than a Silver rating, before the issuance
of the final use and occupancy certificate the Applicant must provide to staff a written
report for public record purposes only from the Applicant’s LEED consultant analyzing
the feasibility of achieving a LEED-Silver rating, to include an affidavit from a LEEDAccredited Professional identifying the minimum additional improvements required to
achieve the LEED Silver rating, including their associated extra cost. Submission of this
report constitutes compliance with this condition.

Open Space & Amenities
4. Maintenance of Public Amenities
The Applicant is responsible for maintaining all publicly accessible amenities including,
but not limited to, seating and tables, boardwalk bridge, interpretive signage, and bike
racks.
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Transportation & Circulation
5. Transportation
a) The Applicant must limit development on the property to a new 59,821 square-foot
Safeway grocery store, in place of an existing 39,419 square-foot store.
b) The Applicant, prior to the release of any building permit associated with the
construction of the new Safeway store, must pay $154,000.00 to Montgomery County
Department of Transportation (DOT) to satisfy the Policy Area Mobility Review
(PAMR) requirement of the APF test (to mitigate fourteen (14) new weekday sitegenerated peak-hour trips).
c) Limit APF approval for the subject application to 85 (eighty-five) months from the
date of mailing of the Planning Board resolution.
6. Vehicular Circulation
Narrow the Spartan Road driveway for the loading dock/garage in the back of the store
on the west side, while providing adequate maneuvering room for trucks to exit, in
coordination with MC-DPS.
7. Future reciprocal access easement
The Applicant must reserve and show on the certified site plan a 10-foot wide strip along
the entirety of the western property line to provide for a possible future reciprocal access
easement (“Easement”) for vehicular and pedestrian access to and from the adjoining
parcels (Olney Gardens Lot 1, N233 and Lot 2, N200) (“Adjoining Properties”), when or
if the Adjoining Properties redevelop. The Easement will provide for a connection that
will be a minimum of 20 feet in width (east/west) when established, and can be located
anywhere within the reserved area that reasonably accomplishes mutual access for both
properties. The ultimate location of the Easement will be determined during the
preliminary and/or site plan process for either of the Adjoining Properties, along with the
participation of the Applicant. The Applicant will enter into a Reciprocal Access
Easement on commercially reasonable terms with the owners of the Adjoining Properties
upon their redevelopment when the Planning Board deems it necessary to have reciprocal
access through all of the properties. The Easement will be solely for the purpose of
reciprocal access, must be compatible with the overall site layout of Applicant’s property
and the Adjoining Properties, and may be reasonably relocated by Applicant in the event
of any future redevelopment of Applicant’s property, or by the Adjoining Properties in
the event of their redevelopment.
Site Plan
8. Site Design
a) Unify the public use space in front of the grocery store by using paving materials
and/or colors in the sidewalk similar to those in the two seating areas.
b) In the park at the eastern corner of the site, eliminate the western portion of the path
that surrounds the lawn area and expand the lawn into this area.
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c) Provide three interpretive signs in the park at the eastern corner of the site that each
highlight one of the following educational themes: Micro-Bioretention Areas, LEED,
and Butterfly/Native Plantings.
d) The exterior architectural character, proportion, materials, and articulation must be
substantially similar to the schematic elevations shown on Sheet A2.2 of the
submitted architectural drawings, as determined by M-NCPPC Staff.
9. Landscaping
a) Provide an additional shade tree along the frontage of the grocery store and adjust the
spacing of the remaining proposed trees as needed.
b) Enlarge the tree pits for the shade trees along the frontage of the grocery store to a
minimum of 5’ x 6’ (internal dimensions) with a soldier course border of pervious
pavers, and provide an expanded area of structural soil that is a minimum of 2 feet
wide beyond the internal dimensions and 3 feet deep on all four sides of the tree pit.
c) Provide street trees in a green panel along the entire Buehler Road frontage.
d) Replace flowering trees in the Buehler Road frontage with street trees, such as
Sourwood.
10. Lighting
a) The lighting distribution and photometric plan with summary report and tabulations
must conform to IESNA standards for commercial development.
b) All onsite down- light fixtures must be full cut-off fixtures.
c) Deflectors shall be installed on all fixtures causing potential glare or excess
illumination, specifically on the perimeter fixtures abutting adjacent residential
properties.
d) The height of the light poles for the parking lot fixtures shall not exceed 30 feet
including the mounting base.
e) The height of the light poles for the ornamental light fixtures shall not exceed 12 feet
including the mounting base.
11. Landscape Surety
The Applicant shall provide a Performance Bond(s) in accordance with Section 59-D3.5(d) of the Montgomery County Zoning Ordinance with the following provisions:
a) The amount of the surety shall include plant material, on-site lighting, site furniture,
bicycle facilities, interpretive signage and boardwalk bridge. Surety to be posted
prior to issuance of first building permit and shall be tied to the development
program.
b) Provide a cost estimate of the materials and facilities, which, upon staff approval,
will establish the initial bond amount.
c) Completion of plantings for the development, to be followed by inspection and bond
reduction. Inspection approval starts the 1 year maintenance period and bond release
occurs at the expiration of the one year maintenance period.
d) Provide a Site Plan Surety and Maintenance Agreement that outlines the
responsibilities of the Applicant and incorporates the cost estimate. Agreement to be
executed prior to issuance of the first building permit.
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12. Development Program
The Applicant must construct the proposed development in accordance with a
development program that will be reviewed and approved prior to the approval of the
Certified Site Plan. The development program must include the following items in its
phasing schedule:
a) Clearing and grading must correspond to the construction phasing to minimize soil
erosion and must not occur prior to approval of the Final Forest Conservation Plan,
Sediment Control Plan, and M-NCPPC inspection and approval of all tree-save areas
and protection devices.
b) Street lamps and sidewalks must be installed within six months after street
construction is completed. Street tree planting may wait until the next growing
season.
c) The development program must provide phasing for installation of on-site
landscaping and lighting.
d) Landscaping associated with the parking lot shall be completed as construction of the
parking lot is completed.
e) On-site amenities including, but not limited to, sidewalks, benches, trash receptacles,
and bicycle facilities must be installed prior to release of the building occupancy
permit.
f) The eastern corner park including the boardwalk bridge, the serpentine wall, the
pervious pavers path, interpretive signage, site furniture, and on-site lighting, must be
completed prior to release of the building occupancy permit. Landscaping associated
with the park may wait until the next growing season.
g) The development program must provide phasing of dedications, stormwater
management, sediment and erosion control, afforestation, trip mitigation, and other
features.
13. Certified Site Plan
Prior to approval of the Certified Site Plan the following revisions must be made and/or
information provided subject to Staff review and approval:
a) Include the final forest conservation approval, stormwater management concept
approval, development program, inspection schedule, and site plan resolution on the
approval or cover sheet.
b) Add a note to the site plan stating that “M-NCPPC staff must inspect all tree-save
areas and protection devices prior to clearing and grading”.
c) Modify data table to reflect development standards enumerated in the staff report.
d) Ensure consistency of all details and layout between site plan and landscape plan.
e) Provide a cross-section detail of the tree pits for the shade trees along the frontage of
the grocery store.
f) Show building height measuring point on the plans.
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APPENDICES
A. Agency Letters
B. Correspondence
C. Parking Waiver Request
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Appendix A

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT
THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION

Date:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

November 9, 2010
Sandra Pereira
Development Review Division
Khalid Afzal, Team Leader, East Transit Corridor Team
Community‐Based Planning Division
Olney Safeway Store # 2797—Site Plan 820100130

The proposed site is located in the Olney Town Center within the 2005 Olney Master Plan. The
proposed project will replace the existing Safeway store with a new store. The Olney Master
Plan has general and specific recommendation applicable to this site in the chapter titled Town
Center Plan (p. 45).
The goal of the master plan is to create a town center where pedestrians can walk in a well‐
designed and safe urban environment between different shopping centers and other
destinations. The proposed project provides improved sidewalks with green panels and street
trees along Spartan Road and Dennit Drive, trees and landscaping in the parking lot, public use
spaces as required by the MXTC Zone, and a through block connection between Spartan Road
and Dennit Drive as envisioned by the Master Plan. It provides for connecting the Safeway
parking lot with the adjoin property’s parking lot if that property redevelops in the future, as
recommended in the Master Plan to provide interconnectivity among shopping centers and
stores in the Olney Town Center.
The applicant has worked with the staff and the Olney Town Center Advisory Committee to
resolve some of the issues and concerns raised by the staff and the advisory committee.
Community Based Planning staff has reviewed the revised plans and concludes that the
proposed redevelopment of the Olney Safeway store, although not a mixed use development, is
consistent with the goals and recommendations of the Olney Master Plan and the concept of an
interconnected Olney town center.
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Pereira, Sandra
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Afzal, Khalid
Tuesday, September 28, 2010 4:21 PM
Pereira, Sandra; Kronenberg, Robert; Etemadi, Shahriar; Eapen, Cherian
FW: Concerning Possible Connection of Buehler Rd

FYI
From: Joe Fritsch [mailto:joe.fritsch@verizon.net]
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2010 2:51 PM
To: Afzal, Khalid
Cc: 'Matt Zaborsky'; highlandsacc@yahoo.com; county.council@montgomerycountymd.gov
Subject: Concerning Possible Connection of Buehler Rd

Hello,
As a resident of the Highlands of Olney and Buehler Rd I wanted raise my concerns on the possible connection of
Buehler Rd. The main issue here is if we want to have Olney a walkable community or one which promotes constant use
of motor vehicles. If the road is connected the traffic and speed will increase. This will make it more dangerous along
Buehler Road and detour people from taking the short walk to the town center and add yet more motor vehicles to the
Buehler Rd.
While it has been stated that the advantage to connecting the road is that it will reduce traffic on Prince Phillip Rd, I
argue that exactly the opposite would happen. Prince Phillip is the only major road currently connected to Buehler Rd
(South) therefore the vast majority of new traffic added to Buelher Rd would also use Prince Phillip Rd. This would also
raise the risk of accidents at the junction of Buehler and Prince Phillip Rd. When turning from Buehler Rd onto Prince
Phillip the line of sight is poor for traffic coming from the west on Prince Phillip.
Another concern is that at busy times, it will most likely become necessary for a stop light at Spartan and Buelher Rd due
to the added traffic from making the connection, especially for pedestrian crossing. Currently Spartan Rd can be difficult
to cross and the added traffic, if the road is connected, will only make things much worse. The proximity of this
intersection might be too close to the Spartan and 108 intersection to legally add a stop light.
As for this connection remaining in the Master Plan, during the last review of the Olney Master Plan it was suggested by
Planning Staff that this connection be removed from the Master Plan due to the strong public outcry against the
connection. It was only left in the Olney Master Plan due to the wishes of the County Council.
So the question comes down to, do we want a more motor vehicle friendly community at the expense a pedestrian
friendly community? It would be more wise to spend the money improving the crosswalks and pedestrian access to
Safeway rather than put a road through that the majority of residents never wanted.
Please keep me advised to the progress of this possible connection.
Sincerely,
Joe Fritsch
17717 Buehler Rd,
Olney MD 20832
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Pereira, Sandra
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Afzal, Khalid
Monday, October 11, 2010 1:52 PM
Pereira, Sandra; Kronenberg, Robert
FW: opposition to Buehler Road cut-through

FYI
From: Adrian Karmazyn [mailto:adriankarmazyn@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, October 11, 2010 1:25 PM
To: Afzal, Khalid
Cc: lorigoodwin1@yahoo.com
Subject: opposition to Buehler Road cut-through

Dear Mr. Afzal,
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the proposed extension of Buehler Rd, creating a
vehicular cut- through from Highlands/Hallowell to downtown Olney.
It seems that 9 out of 10 people that we talk to are opposed, citing the serious danger that the
increased traffic will present to the children of the neighborhood.
I look forward to meeting you and voicing my opposition at the GOCA meeting Tuesday evening
(October 12). Also, I would like to know who will be responsible for making the final decision?
Best regards,
Adrian Karmazyn
17404 Buehler Road (Olney)
m: 202-550-1816
P.S. I am copying my neighbor, Lori Goodwin, on this email.
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